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Effective Solutions for The Capacitated Vehicle Routing Problem and
for the Split Delivery Vehicle Routing problem with Time Windows
Nathalie Hilal
Abstract
The Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP) is a generalization of the traveling salesman problem,
and was initially proposed by Dantzig in order to find the optimum routing of a fleet of gaso-
line delivery trucks between a bulk terminal and a large number of service stations supplied
by the terminal. Various variations of the VRP have been proposed such as the Capacitated
VRP (CVRP) where all the customers correspond to deliveries and the demands are de-
terministic, known in advance, and may not be split. The vehicles are identical and based
at a single central depot, and only the capacity restrictions for the vehicles are imposed.
The objective is to minimize a weighted function of the number of routes and their travel
time while serving all customers. Other Variations add pickup and delivery constraints
(VRPPD), time windows constraints (VRPTW) and split delivery constraints (SDVRP).
The Split Delivery Vehicle Routing Problem with Time Windows (SDVRPTW) combines
the two main sub problems (SDVRP) and (CVRPTW). In this work, we present efficient
solutions for solving the CVRP as well as the SDVRPTW, two combinatorial optimization
problems. The algorithm starts with a greedy selective method that generates an initial so-
lution then improves the solution using a combination of random and deterministic moves
that are based on problem knowledge information. Experimental results are presented and
favorable comparisons are reported.
Keywords: CVRP, SDVRPTW, SDVRP, Simulated Annealing, Meta-heuristic Approach.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
The vehicle routing problem (VRP) is a generalization of the traveling salesman problem,
and was initially proposed by Dantzig et al. [1] in order to find the optimum routing of
a fleet of gasoline delivery trucks between a bulk terminal and a large number of service
stations supplied by the terminal. The Capacitated Vehicle Routing Problem (CVRP) is a
variation of the problem where all the customers correspond to deliveries and the demands
are deterministic, known in advance, and may not be split. The vehicles are identical
and based at a single central depot, and only the capacity restrictions for the vehicles are
imposed. The objective is to minimize a weighted function of the number of routes and
their travel time while serving all customers [2]. Other variations of the problem add pickup
and delivery constraints (VRPPD), time windows constraints (VRPTW) and split delivery
constraints (SDVRP). The Split Delivery Vehicle Routing Problem with Time Windows
(SDVRPTW) combines the two main sub problems (SDVRP) and (CVRPTW).
The vehicle routing problem is an important combinatorial optimization problem that
has various real-life applications. The problem has been shown to be related to practical
problems such as solid waste collection, street cleaning, bus routing, dial-a-ride systems,
routing of maintenance units, transports for handicapped, and modern telecommunication
networks. The CVRP problem is known to be NP-hard (in the strong sense), and general-
izes the well known Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP), calling for the determination of
a minimum-cost simple circuit visiting all the vertices of a graph, and arising when there
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is one vehicle only with the capacity C not smaller than the demand at each vertex [2].
Therefore no exact algorithm has been shown to consistently solve CVRP instances with
more than 25 customers [3].
The split delivery vehicle routing problem with time windows can be described as the
problem of designing least cost routes from one depot to a set of geographically scattered
points (cities, stores, warehouses, schools, customers etc). Like the CVRP customers must
be visited only once by exactly one vehicle; all routes start and end at the depot, and the total
demands of all points on one particular route must not exceed the capacity of the vehicle.
Every customer i is associated with a time window [ai , bi] that must not be violated with
a service time si. Accordingly, a vehicle cannot arrive earlier than time ai and no later
than time bi. The split delivery vehicle routing problem relaxes the single visit constraint,
so customers demand can be split and they can be visited by more than one vehicle; thus
allowing the deliveries to be split and the problem becomes more realistic.
In this thesis, we present effective simulated annealing algorithm for solving the capaci-
tated vehicle routing problem (CVRP) and the Split Delivery Vehicle Routing Problem with
Time Windows (SDVRPTW). The proposed algorithm for the CVRP combines the strong
global search ability of simulated annealing with problem knowledge information in order
to provide effective and competitive solutions. In the remainder of the thesis a description
for the CVRP problem, then simulated annealing is introduced. Afterward a detailed for-
mulation and integration of the implemented algorithm, a description for the formulation,
cooling schedule, the neighborhood function, and the cost function. Finally the CVRP an-
nealing algorithm is described, while experimental results are lastly presented. In chapter
four a metaheuristic is presented to solve the Split Delivery Vehicle Routing Problem with
Time Windows. This metaheuristic consists of innovative methods joined with simulated
annealing in order to solve the Split Delivery Vehicle Routing Problem with Time Win-
dows. Essentially, simulated annealing combined with some based knowledge methods is
used to solve the SDVRPTW. The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter
one and two introduces the general CVRP problem and its variations in addition to the gen-
eral annealing problem. Chapter three presents a detailed annealing formulation including
the problem representation, the cooling schedule, the neighborhood functions, and the cost
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function. Chapter four presents a metaheuristic solution to solve the split delivery vehicle
routing problem with time windows. We conclude with remarks and future work in chapter
five.
3
Chapter 2
RELATED WORK
A variety of optimization approaches have been applied to the CVRP [4, 5, 6, 2]. Clarke
et al. [7] proposed a solution for the VRP based on the notion of savings where a dis-
tance saving is generated if two routes can be feasibly merged into a single route. Baldacci
et al. [8] proposed a two-commodity network flow formulation by deriving a new lower
bound from linear programming LP relaxation. The algorithm is based on the extension
to CVRP of the two-commodity flow formulation for the TSP. Other researchers have pro-
posed optimization approaches that are based on the use of graph theoretical relaxations
such as b-matchings [9], K-trees [10], dynamic programming [11], and set partitioning and
column generation [12]. Branch-and-cut algorithms based on the “two-index formulation
of the CVRP” have been proposed as well [13, 14, 15, 2, 16, 17]. Valid linear inequali-
ties are used as cutting planes to strengthen a linear programming relaxation at each node
of a branch-and-bound tree. Other solutions that are based on meta-heuristics have been
proposed as well such as simulated annealing algorithms [18], tabu search [19, 20, 21],
genetic algorithms [22, 23, 24], honey bees mating optimization [25], and ant colony algo-
rithm [26, 27, 28]. A comprehensive survey of the problem is provided in [2].
A number of studies have been reported in literature, which deals with the Split De-
livery Vehicle Routing Problem and the Vehicle Routing Problem with Time Windows.
Archetti at al. [29] presented an optimization based heuristic for the Split Delivery Vehicle
Routing Problem, based on a tabu search heuristic, that categorizes high quality SDVRP
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solutions. This is accomplished by recognizing the set of customers, that are expected to
be supplied by a particular vehicle; a customer is more likely to be in the set, when he
is identified by the tabu search as a customer with no split deliveries. The algorithm also
calculates the edge counter for each (customeri, customerj). Thus, an edge [i, j] is more
likely to be included in a high quality SDVRP solution if it’s edge counter nij is of a large
value. The edge counter nij leads to the construction of the set C’, thus leading to the
solutions encouraged. Routes are next extended from these edges until reaching the depot.
Good solutions are recognized by fixing the best known solutions first and therefore recov-
ering a segment of the best solution. The algorithm next incorporates routes with positive
values in the result of the linear programming relaxation. Finally routes are built based on
a desirability criterion. This optimization heuristic was tested on a set of 42 instances with
unstable demands and reported improvements in the solution for all the instances tested,
except for one instance. Actually the average improvement was slightly over 0.5 percent.
C. Archetti and MG. Speranza [30] presented an overview of the SDVRP, that is described
as a vehicle routing problem where the standard single visit theory is relaxed. An analysis
of the savings with respect to the VRP is exposed, since the cost of an optimal solution
of the VRP can be as big as two times the cost of an optimal solution of the SDVRP. C.
Archetti and MG. Speranza also presented in [30] a description of the three algorithms
proposed in the literature to solve SDVRP: a local search heuristic by Dror and Trudeau
[31], a tabu search heuristic by Archetti, Hertz and Speranza [36], and the optimization
based heuristic by Archetti, Savelsbergh and Speranza [29]. In [31] the algorithm adopts
the local search technique and is intended just for the scenario when the capacity of the
vehicles is greater than the demand of every customer. The results of this heuristic were of
good quality. Archetti, Hertz and Speranza in [36] proposed a simple tabu search algorithm
named the SPLITTABU. The SPLITTABU algorithm uses two parameters: the extent of
the tabu list size and the maximum number of iterations that the algorithm can run without
any improvements. Finally the optimization based heuristic in [29] employs some of the
methods in [36] to build high-quality routes. So the tabu algorithm recognizes high quality
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routes thus resulting with excellent SDVRP solutions. More specifically, a combination of
edges are highlighted if they are not found in the good quality routes already identified,
and thus the edges won’t be included in the good quality SDVRP solutions. Edges that
frequently appear in the good quality solutions are acknowledged as promising edges, and
the set of routes will be produced from the promising edges. Finally a program acquires
the routes and finds out the finest. In MACS-VRPTW [32] the authors present an algo-
rithm that is based on a new Ant Colony Optimization approach (ACO). The algorithm is
examined and validated using the traveling salesman problem and later the VRPTW result-
ing in the MACS-VRPTW algorithm. ACS [32] solved the TSP problem by proceeding to
every arc of the TSP graph using two criteria: the pheromone trail for every edge and the
closeness nij . Accordingly m ants construct n tours in parallel, where each ant goes over a
random node and repeatedly adding all nodes until all are visited. Subsequently routes are
enhanced by a local search procedure and only the best solution is employed to update the
pheromone trail. The algorithm terminates whenever reaching a certain number of solu-
tions or reaching a certain CPU time or if no improvements have been made after a specific
number of iterations. It should be noted that MACS-VRPTW solves the CVRPTW prob-
lem by using two objective functions: that reduce the number of tours (or vehicles) and the
total travel time. However the first objective function takes precedence over the second one.
Two ACS based methods cooperate in harmony in this algorithm: ACS-TIME which im-
plements a local search procedure that is based on swapping two sub-chains of customers,
that aims to optimize the total travel time, and ACS-VEI that seeks to lower the number
of vehicles. The algorithm starts by a constructive procedure, where the node is chosen
probabilistically, by means of exploration and exploitation methods based on the traveling
time and the time window constraint. MACS-VRPTW was recognized for the quality of
its solution by finding new optimum solutions for several problem instances. The work in
[33] expands the standard VRP problem to the Multiple Depot Vehicle Routing problem
with Time Windows and Split deliveries (MDVRPTWSD) and shows by results compar-
ison that it’s a successful technique of managing real world distribution problems. The
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method generates an initial greedy solution, using the shortest path algorithm by Dijsktra
and customers earliest arrival time. Routes are constructed using depots that are close to
the customers chosen if there is no available space in the vehicle, or if the closest selected
customer satisfies the time window. Subsequently the initial solution is enhanced in the
second stage using a relocate and exchange tabu search operator, or using the simulated an-
nealing interchange operator in the third stage. The relocate operator removes a customer
and inserts it into another route and the exchange operator exchanges two customers each
from a different route. Whenever applying each of these operators, the solution routes are
evaluated and a tabu list is reserved. The most profitable route is selected from the appli-
cation of both operators to every pair of routes. Simultaneously, the third stage solves the
initial solution via simulated annealing by choosing high quality solutions throughout the
metropolis acceptance criterion. Arbitrarily created data sets are tested, and results were
generated for VRPTWSD and MDVRPTWSD. Results comparisons demonstrated the ben-
efit of having multiple depots. The experiments showed that the split delivery reduces the
number of vehicles along with the total travelled distance. Moreover, experimental results
showed that the tabu search techniques generated better solutions than simulated anneal-
ing. In conclusion the study in [33] showed that the MDVRPTWSD is a more successful
approach of managing real world distribution problems rather than the classical VRP. A
novel precise branch-and-price-and-cut method is proposed in [34], where the split deliv-
ery vehicle routing problem with time windows is solved via a column generation method
that is applied by fulfilling a master problem and its sub problems. And since the master
problem contains many variables, a column generation technique is proposed to handle all
these variables. The column generation technique to solve the master problem is the branch
and cut and price method, where a column generation algorithm computes lower bounds
through an iterative procedure and initially the constraints are relaxed and later on the lin-
ear relaxations are tightened by adding cutting planes. So the master problem is solved
iteratively via the branch and bound technique by increasing the branching choice through
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a continuous linear relaxation. Then it resolves a sub problem throughout dynamic pro-
gramming, that aims to find a negative diminished cost column. Whenever the algorithm
finds one or more reduced cost columns, they are added to the branching scheme in order
to begin a new iteration. However if no reduced cost was found, then the procedure stops
at the current solution. The dynamic programming algorithm used to solve this branch and
cut technique is the label-setting algorithm, which works as follows. First an initial label is
linked with node 0 and the algorithm expands the label by means of an extension function.
Labels are next compared, and a label is said to dominate the other labels if they are linked
to the same node; all of their extensions are feasible, and all of its extensions are greater
than or equal to the other label. The algorithm uses several techniques to accelerate the
column generation development:
1. the initial columns are limited by a variable to avoid very large dual values in addition
labels extension that is restricted to a certain value,
2. two fast search techniques which are the bounded bi-directional search and the decre-
mental search space,
3. the algorithm adopts a heuristic column generator technique instead of solving sub
problems exactly.
The branch and cut and price method was tested on the VRPTW instances of Solomon
and performed better over the existing exact methods. The Scatter Search algorithm for
the Split Delivery Vehicle Routing Problem in [35] generates feasible results based on the
implicit objective of minimizing the number of vehicles. Two VRP heuristic procedures
are adapted. The first ’Big Tour’, builds an enormous tour through the full customers list
and the depot. Routes are built from coincident customers awaiting the vehicles capacity
and then the last client in every route is either serviced completely or its demand is shared
with the next route. The total number of splits is consequently less than the number of
routes and any two routes have at most one client in common. The same big tour is used to
produce other solutions, following an identical sequence that start each at a different client,
in order to obtain solutions that are significantly different. The second procedure is a faster
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and more customized edition of the classical Clarke and Wright parallel savings algorithm,
hence the finest saving is adapted to combine particular routes into a new one, and the
procedure is repeated until no merge is feasible. For every customer its neighborhood is
calculated. Lastly, a chronological savings algorithm, where a dynamic route is built by
adding new customers either to the initial customer serviced or to the final one. So the de-
mand of the last customer added to the route can be divided. More savings are explored and
various parameters are considered so as to expand the solutions. Next a procedure that con-
fines the main characteristics of a feasible SDVRP solution is used. The procedure seeks
to preserve the good quality solutions. Results of the scattered search procedure indicate
good feasible solutions with a small number of vehicles. However, the solution deteriorate
as the demand that is over half the capacity. On the other hand Belfiore, tsugunobu and
yoshizaki [41] presented a scatter search algorithm for the vehicle routing problem with
time windows and split deliveries. The procedure generates first a set of diverse solutions
by means of a random procedure intended for diversification. The initial set of solutions
is built starting with the most distant customer from the depot not visited yet and whose
demand is greater than the vehicle capacity. The vehicle next serves this customer only and
the remaining demand is loaded into another vehicle. The algorithm next selects a customer
j and inserts it into the route whenever its demand is beyond the capacity of the vehicle:
in this case the remaining demand is assigned to another vehicle and the procedure repeats
until all customers are served. Next these entities are improved through a diversification
generation method called H-random, using the key building elements of the initial state but
modified which are the initialization and insertion conditions. So a candidate list is built by
classifying rfirst and rlast being the first and the last customers in this list. Thus the initial-
ization criterion might consider rfirst being the customer with the earliest deadline and rlast
the customer with the latest deadline, rfirst as the furthermost customer from the depot and
rlast the nearest one. So a customer is added to a route if it satisfies the following equation:
ri = rfirst +α(rfirst− rlast) where α is a parameter enabling to control the randomization
level. Then an improvement method that is composed of five phases is applied. The phases
are: swapping in the same route, demand reallocation, route elimination and combination,
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insertion and routes addition. Experimental results revealed exposed several excellent so-
lutions. Another tabu search algorithm proposed by Archetti, Speranza and Hertz [36] for
the split delivery vehicle problem improved on the solutions of the classic tabu search al-
gorithms. The proposed algorithm constructs an initial feasible solution by constructing a
TSP tour, so direct routes are built to each vertex then returning back to the depot. The
problem is solved by building a big tour which is the solution to the TSP problem for these
instances, found by means of the Genius algorithm. Afterwards this tour is cut into parts
where each part is a route satisfying the capacity constraint. The initial solution is followed
by a tabu search phase that adopts two procedures: order routes and best neighbor. In the
first procedure, a certain customer i is considered and an ordered list is calculated which
is the set of routes ordered following the saving obtained if customer i is removed. So
the tabu search moves to a neighboring solution following the order routes method and by
inserting the customer removed at the most inexpensive position. The tabu list consists of
the moves that shouldn’t occur for a given number of iterations, which are undoing the re-
cent moves done through the iterations of this algorithm, however such restrictions can be
debased when a neighboring move leads to a better solution. In the best neighbor method
the set of all moves for every customer is calculated and the best move is chosen. Finally
a last improvement is applied to the solution found in the tabu phase, by removing all t-
split cycles and later on by trying to reduce the length of each route through the Genius
algorithm. Comparison for the results obtained showed that the algorithm can reach opti-
mal solutions within small time for the problem of less than 15 customers. Dharmapriya,
Syambalapitiya and Kulatunga have developed a hybrid algorithm SATS [37], that is based
on simulated annealing and tabu search for the Multi Depot Vehicle Routing Problem with
Time windows and Split Deliveries. SATS starts by generating an initial solution based on
choosing customers with the earliest arrival time with the least distance that is calculated
using the Dijsktra algorithm. So the closest depot to the first task is selected if it satis-
fies the time window interval and if the vehicle still has available space. In this case, the
next nearby customer satisfying all the constraints is picked. This process is repeated until
fully loading the vehicle, and the algorithm repeats. Next a neighborhood search is ap-
plied within simulated annealing while keeping earlier generated solutions in the tabu list.
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The neighborhood search consists of an interchange move operator while checking the time
windows constraint and the capacity constraint. Therefore the best move is always picked if
it is not in the tabu list. Experimental results showed promising solutions through the SAT
algorithm, resulting in a smaller number of vehicles, and total travelled distance. The algo-
rithm demonstrates the fact that combining the characteristics of two heuristics lead toward
promising solutions. Chang and Chen [38] proposed another solution to the VRPTW; the
problem was solved via a hybrid genetic algorithm, that starts with an initial population by
generating random chromosomes, then sorting them while respecting the total travel time
of each chromosome. Reproduction is done by crossover and mutation. Crossover is ap-
plied by the order crossover operator. The algorithm uses a productive mutation and adopts
local search. So for every pair of customers many modifications are applied. The algorithm
does not accept clones in order to allocate diversification. The algorithm adopts and cus-
tomizes the splitting algorithm by Prins in order to hold the time windows constraint. This
GA showed encouraging results whenever customer’s size isn’t large. A technical report by
Mohan Mullapudi [42] describes some variants of VRP and discusses different heuristics to
solve the Split Delivery Vehicle Routing Problem with Time Windows. Starting with sav-
ings heuristics that initially pick a node i and calculate the saving s for this node. In order
to build a route the algorithm reiterates through all nodes up until all routes are constructed.
The algorithm also uses an insertion heuristic that is similar to the savings heuristic, where
the only difference is that a node can be inserted between any two nodes. Finally, a push
forward insertion heuristic is used and which starts with an initial valid solution, then cal-
culates the cost of inserting a customer into all positions in a route and choosing the lowest
cost, without violating any of the constraints of the problem. This process continues until
reaching the capacity constraint or no more feasibility with the time windows constraint.
Another local search technique is described in the research community and which handles
improving routes, such as the two-opt heuristic that consists of exchanging edges from
different routes or the Or-opt heuristic that shifts three successive customers. Other local
search techniques include the interchange heuristic where it swaps two divisions of cus-
tomers from two different routes, or the edge exchange heuristic that cross exchanges a
sequence of customers from two different routes. In [43] a tabu search heuristic is applied
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for the vehicle routing problem with time windows and split deliveries. The algorithm
starts with an initial solution with split deliveries based on adding the closest non served
customer until all are served. The heuristic adopts next four operators: the relocate op-
erator, the relocate split operator, an exchange operator and a two-opt operator providing
neighborhood transformations. The best feasible neighbor is accepted if it is not a tabu
move. The tabu list includes the inverse move for every operator and is kept until the tabu
standing expires, and then is overridden by an aspiration criterion. A route saving phase
is applied periodically in addition to an intra-relocating phase when no improvements are
found after a number of iterations. The proposed heuristic performs well in minimizing the
number of vehicles and the total distance travelled. Gendreau, Potvin, Braysy, Hasle and
lokketangle in [44] offer a comprehensive list of references for the various metaheuristics
for the VRP and its extensions. They describe various heuristics and metaheuristics that are
reported in the literature. Furthermore, studies and analysis in the survey done by Archetti
and Speranza [45], show different properties that can be applied to speed up a solution for
the SDVRP. As the number of splits must be less than the number of routes, consequently
no two routes share more than one customer (with split delivery). Moreover, they showed
that split deliveries reduce a VRP optimal solution to half its cost. A description for differ-
ent heuristics used to solve the Split Delivery Vehicle Routing Problem is provided as well.
Similarly to the Dror and trudeau’s heuristic that is used on a local search heuristic, the
k-split interchange removes a certain customer from all the routes when visited and then
reinserts them into the set routes with the least insertion cost. On the other hand the route
addition method, which allocates a customer to two routes and eliminates the split, creates
three new routes taking into account all possible combinations between the original routes
segments and a given customer, in order to select the best one. Whenever a customer is
split into more than two routes then the number of combinations increases. Furthermore,
Dror and Trudeau adopted two improvement methods, the node interchanges and the 2-opt
procedure. Another heuristic illustrated is the Tabu Search Heuristic of Archetti, Hertz and
Speranza already described in [36], and the optimization-Based Heuristic also described by
Archetti and Speranza in [29].
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Chapter 3
CVRP
3.1 Problem Description
The CVRP involves determining a set of routes, starting and ending at the depot v0, that
cover a set of customers. Each customer has a given demand and is visited exactly once
by exactly one vehicle. All vehicles have the same capacity and carry a single kind of
commodity. No vehicle can service more customers than its capacity C permits. The
objective is to minimize the total distance traveled or the number of vehicles used, or a
combination of both. Thus, the CVRP is reduced to partitioning the graph into m simple
circuits where each circuit corresponds to a vehicle route with a minimum cost such that:
(1) each circuit includes the depot vertex; (2) each vertex is visited by exactly one circuit;
(3) the sum of the demands of the vertices by a circuit does not exceed the vehicle capacity
C.
Formally, the CVRP can be defined as follows: Given a complete undirected graph
G = (V,E) where V = v0, v1, ..., vn is a vertex set and E = (vi, vj)/vi, vj ∈ V, i < j is an
edge set. Vertex v0 denotes the depot, and it is from where m identical vehicles of capacity
C must serve all the cities or customers, represented by the set of n vertices v1, ..., vn. Each
edge is associated with a non-negative cost, distance or travel time cij , between customers
vi and vj . Each customer vi has non-negative demand of goods qi and drop time δi (time
needed to unload all goods). Let V1, ..., Vm be a partition of V, a routeRi is a permutation of
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the customers in Vi specifying the order of visiting them, starting and finishing at the depot
v0. The cost of a given route Ri = vi0, vi1, ..., vik+1, where vij ∈ V and vi0 = vik+1 = 0 (0
denotes the depot), is given by:
Cost(Ri) =
k∑
j=0
cj,j+1 +
k∑
j=0
δj (3.1)
and the cost of the problem solution (S) is:
F (S)CV RP =
m∑
i=1
Cost(Ri). (3.2)
3.2 Simulated Annealing
Simulated annealing is a global stochastic method that is used to generate approximate so-
lutions to very large combinatorial problems and was first introduced by Kirkpatrick et al.
[39]. The annealing algorithm begins with an initial feasible configuration and proceeds
to generate a neighboring solution by perturbing the current solution. If the cost of the
neighboring solution is less than that of the current solution, the neighboring solution is
accepted; otherwise, it is accepted or rejected with probability p = e−
∆C
T . The probabil-
ity of accepting inferior solutions is a function of the temperature, T , and the change in
cost between the neighboring solution and the current solution, ∆C . The temperature is
decreased during the optimization process and thus the probability of accepting a worse so-
lution decreases as well. The set of parameters controlling the initial temperature, stopping
criterion, temperature decrement between successive stages, and the number of iterations
for each temperature is called the cooling schedule. Typically, at the beginning of the al-
gorithm, the temperature T is large and an inferior solution has a high probability of being
accepted. During this period, the algorithm acts as a random search to find a promising
region in the solution space. As the optimization process progresses, the temperature de-
creases and there is a lower probability of accepting an inferior solution. The algorithm
behaves like a downhill algorithm for finding the local optimum of the current region.
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Figure 3.1: (a) Configuration Representation, (b) Sample Configuration
3.3 Problem Formulation
The proposed method starts with a graph of demands and generates, through a sequence of
transformations, a set of sub-optimal routes. The key elements in implementing the anneal-
ing CVRP algorithm are: 1) the definition of the initial configuration, 2) the definition of
a neighborhood on the configuration space and perturbation operators exploring it; 3) the
choice of the cost function; and 4) a cooling schedule. In what follows, we describe our
annealing algorithm with reference to Figure 3.1.
3.3.1 Configuration Representation
In order to solve the CVRP problem, we propose the configuration shown in Figure 3.1(a).
The representation is based on a vector where each cell m ∈ 1, 2, 3, ..., n corresponds to a
customer and cell 0 denotes the depot. Each route starts and ends at the depot. For example,
Figure 3.1(b) encodes the following three routes: <v0, v1, v3, v7, v0>, <v0, v2, v4, v0> and
<v0, v6, v5, v8, v0>.
In order to speed-up the operation, we maintain hash tables that represent the routes
generated as well as the corresponding capacity. Thus, in Figure 3.1, the following hash
indexes are maintained for the routes: (r0, 0, 1, 3, 7, 0), (r1, 0, 2, 4, 0), and (r2, 0, 6, 5, 8, 0).
Similarly, the following hash indexes are maintained for the capacity of each route: (r0,
total demand in r0), (r1, total demand in r1), and (r2, total demand in r2).
3.3.2 Initial Configuration
The initial solution is generated deterministically using a greedy algorithm that iterates
over the list of cities and constructs initial non-optimal feasible routes based on a first-fit
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InitialSolution()
{
i← 0
do {
Allocate a new route ri.
j ← 0
∀ vj {
if (vj .visited == false && C(rj) < Q) then
ri ← ri ∪ vi
ri.visited← true
}
j ++
}
Figure 3.2: Initial Solution
approach. The algorithm, shown in Figure 3.2, proceeds as follows. If there are n customers
1, 2, 3, ..., n, the algorithm assigns the first customer in the list to a new route as long as its
demand doesn’t violate the capacity constraint of a vehicle and sets the status of the node
to be visited. The algorithm proceeds to the next customer in the list. If it encounters
a customer demand that violates the capacity constraint, the customer is skipped and the
following customer in the list is processed. If the route capacity is exceeded, then a new
route is allocated and the algorithm repeats until all customers have been assigned to routes.
3.3.3 Neighborhood Transformation
The annealing algorithm uses two transformations in order to explore the design space. In
what follows, we present both transformations.
Move
The move transformation finds five pairs of customers < vi, vi+1 > that have the shortest
distances closest to each other including the depot. This is done by computing all distances
between each pair of customers on all generated routes, including the distances to the de-
pot. The transformation next selects five random customers that exclude the depot and the
customers at positions vi+1. The random customers are removed from their routes, and
deterministically inserted into random routes. The transformation selects a random route
and inserts the random customers in the routes based on the capacity constraint. Thus, for
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Figure 3.3: Move operator
Figure 3.4: Replace Highest Average operator
every random customer, a random route is selected and if the customer demand does not
violate the route capacity it will be inserted in the new route. The move operator can be
viewed in figure 3.3.
Replace Highest Average
The replace highest average transformation calculates the average distance of every pair
of customers in the graph. Thus, for each vertex vi in a route, the method computes di =
di−1,i+di,i+1
2
and selects the five vertices with the largest average distances and removes
them from their routes. The transformation picks next five random routes and inserts the
five selected customers in the route with the resulting minimum cost. A vision for the
Replace Highest Average operator is shown in figure 3.4.
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Cost Function
The objective of the algorithm is to minimize the cost of all routes. Thus, the objective is
to minimize the following problem cost function:
fS =
m∑
i=1
Cost(Ri). (3.3)
Cooling Schedule
The cooling schedule is the set of parameters controlling the initial temperature, the stop-
ping criterion, the temperature decrement between successive stages, and the number of
iterations for each temperature. The cooling schedule was empirically determined. Thus,
the initial temperature, Tinit, was set to 5000 while the temperature reduction multiplier, α,
was set to 0.99. The number of iterations, M , was determined to be 5 while the iteration
multiplier, β was set to 1.05. The algorithm stops when the temperature, Tf , is below 0.001.
3.4 CVRP Annealing Algorithm
Each configuration represents an intermediate route that has a different cost. During
every annealing iteration, the neighborhood of the configuration is explored. The algorithm
must ensure the following:
1. Each route originates and terminates at the depot;
2. The total demand for each route is within the capacity limit;
3. The maximum traveling distance is not surpassed;
4. The number of routes generated does not exceed the number of vehicles.
The algorithm, shown in Figure 3.5, starts by selecting an initial configuration and then
a sequence of iterations is performed. In each iteration a new configuration is generated in
the neighborhood of the original configuration by replacing vertices that have the largest
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Annealing CVRP()
{
S0 = Initial solution
α = 0.99 //Temperature reduction multiplier
β = 1.05 // Iteration multiplier
M0 = 5 //Time until next parameter update
BestS = Best solution
T = 5000
CurrentS = S0
CurrentCost = Cost(CurrentS)
BestCost = Cost(BestS)
Time = 0
do {
M = M0
do {
NewS = Neighbor(CurrentS);
NewCost=Cost(NewS)
∆Cost = NewCost− CurrentCost
If (∆Cost < 0)
CurrentS=NewS
CurrentCost=Cost(CurrentS);
If (NewCost < BestCost) then
BestS=NewS
BestCost = Cost(BestS)
else if (Random < e−
∆Cost
T then
CurrentS=NewS
CurrentCost = Cost(CurrentS);
M = M − 1
} while (M ≥ 0)
T ime = T ime+M0;
T = α ∗T ;
M0 = β ∗M0;
} while (Time > MaxTime and T > 0.001);
Return(BestS);
}
Figure 3.5: Annealing CVRP Algorithm
distances to other vertices as well as by moving the vertices with the highest average dis-
tance to their neighbors. The move transformation is applied 80% of the time while the
replace highest transformation is applied in every iteration. The solution is always feasible
as the neighborhood transformations use a constructive approach that generates feasible
routes. The variation in the cost functions, ∆C , is computed and if negative then the tran-
sition from Ci to Ci+1 is accepted. If the cost function increases, the transition is accepted
with a probability based on the Boltzmann distribution. The temperature is gradually de-
creased from a sufficiently high starting value, Tinit = 5000, where almost every proposed
transition, positive or negative, is accepted to a freezing temperature, Tf = 0.001, where
no further changes occur.
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Benchmark Best Known Simulated Annealing Std Deviation Difference from
Optimal Best Worst Average σ Optimal
E051-05e 524.61 555.14 573.09 562.72 6.73 5.82%
E076-10e 835.26 910.32 974.55 940.06 19.89 7.92%
E101-08e 826.14 1051.34 1091.17 1073.94 11.9 26.72%
Table 3.1: Results for the E instances
3.5 Experimental Results
The proposed algorithm was implemented using Java on a Pentium Core 2 duo 1.80 GHZ
with 1 GB of RAM, and tested on various instances from series A and E that are available
at www.branchandcut.org.
3.5.1 A Benchmarks
The first set of benchmarks that we have attempted are the A instances from Augerat [14].
The first field in the name refers to the problem type where A refers to the asymmetric
capacitated vehicle routing problem (ACVRP) instances. The second field is a three-digit
integer that denotes the number of vertices of the problem graph, including the depot vertex.
The third field is a one-digit integer that denotes the number of available vehicles. All
examples were proposed by Augerat [14]. For example, A-n32-k5 identifies the classical
32-customers Euclidean instance with 5 available vehicles. All examples are Euclidean,
with integer edge costs following the TSPLIB standard. For the instances in the class A,
both customer locations and demands are random. The algorithm solved all problems in
under 15 minutes. Each benchmark was solved for 10 times and the best, worst and average
results are reported in Table 3.2. All results were within 5% of the reported optimum or
best answer with one case where our algorithm found a new optimum, E-n23-k3.
3.5.2 E Benchmarks
We have attempted three large benchmarks that are part of the E benchmark series. The
first field in the name is the problem type where E refers to Euclidean single-depot complex
vehicle routing problem instances (SCVRP). The second field is a three-digit integer that
denotes the number of vertices of the problem graph. The third field is a two-digit integer
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Benchmark Best Known Simulated Annealing Std Deviation Difference from
Optimal Best Worst Average σ Optimal
E-n23-k3 569 568.5625 571.2862 569.3499 0.93 -0.08%
A-n32-k5 784 791.0789 845.704 818.0189 19.11 0.9%
A-n33-k5 661 685.577 704.602 696.9174 6.945 3.72%
A-n33-k6 742 748.08 767.53 756.3908 7.23 0.82%
A-n34-k5 778 802.614 819.388 812.5855 5.166 3.16%
A-n36-k5 799 837.477 883.809 862.2379 15.65 4.82%
A-n37-k5 669 697.943 745.564 725.473 15.58 4.33%
A-n37-k6 949 963.995 1000.84 981.1535 12.97 1.58%
A-n38-k5 730 733.945 773.824 763.19 11.76 0.54%
A-n39-k5 822 848.322 877.3145 865.427 9.75 3.2%
A-n39-k6 831 859.147 924.254 893.18 20.48 3.39%
A-n44-k6 937 951.802 1020.155 989.044 24.68 1.58%
A-n45-k6 944 982.829 1035.32 1010.898 14.55 4.11%
A-n45-k7 1146 1199.50 1313.74 1269.13 34.79 4.67%
A-n53-k7 1010 1044.91 1118.59 1087.58 22.51 3.46%
A-n54-k7 1167 1192.69 1275.43 1250.78 26.07 2.2%
A-n55-k7 1073 1144.85 1203.59 1175.15 21 6.7%
A-n60-k9 1408 1455.63 1567.34 1511.54 41 3.38%
A-n61-k9 1035 1064.76 1145.74 1101.70 23.63 2.88%
A-n62-k8 1290 1484.81 1633.13 1547.42 61.35 15.1%
A-n63-k9 1634 1698.63 1733.40 1715.08 12.23 3.96%
Table 3.2: Results for the A instances
that denotes the number of available vehicles. All examples were proposed by Christofides
and Eilon [40]. For example, E051-05e identifies the classical 50-customers Euclidean
instance with 5 available vehicles. The examples are relatively large and include 50, 75,
and 100 cities. Each benchmark was attempted for 10 times. The running time for the
algorithm was 13 minutes in all cases. We compare our results in Table 3.1 to the reported
optimal routes. It can be shown that the results of the first benchmark are very close to the
reported optimal and differs by about 5% for the 50 cities and 8% for the 75 cities. The
results were 26.72% from the optimal solution in the case of the 100 cities.
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Chapter 4
SDVRPTW
4.1 Problem Description
The Split Delivery Vehicle Routing Problem with Time Windows (SDVRPTW) is a varia-
tion of the CVRP problem and includes the search for a set of routes that start and end at a
given depot with the least cost. The cost calculation differs as it involves time minimization
in addition to distance minimization. Another variation includes the fact that customers can
be serviced more than once. Formally speaking, the SDVRPTW is defined as a problem
that aims to service a set of customers C = (1, 2, 3, ..., n) located at n different locations.
Each customer is labeled with a demand qi > 0 and a time window interval [ai, bi] during
which the customer has to be served where ai and bi are the earliest and latest times to
initiate servicing a customer i. On the other hand, there is a fleet of identical vehicles of
capacity Q positioned at the depot, that service customers until all customers’ demands are
fulfilled, and the sum of demands for any vehicle does not exceed Q. One notable differ-
ence in the SDVRPTW is that the demand of a customer may be satisfied by more than one
vehicle while the demand of a customer may be greater than the vehicle’s capacity.
Formally the Split Delivery Vehicle Routing Problem with Time Windows (SDVRPTW)
can be formulated as follows: Given an undirected graphG = (V,E) where V = v0, v1, ..., vn
is a vertex set and E = (vi, vj)/vi, vj ∈ V, i < j is an edge set. v0 is the vertex denoting the
depot. At v0, m identical vehicles are placed; each vehicle of capacity C must serve all the
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cities or customers, represented by the set of n vertices v1, ..., vn. The distance and travel
time cij , between customers vi and vj is associated with an edge having a non-negative
cost. Each VERTEX vi has a non-negative demand of goods qi and a service time si which
is the time needed to drop the goods at the customer. Also each vertex has a time window
interval [ri, di]. ri characterizes the ready time for vi, in particular vi cannot be serviced
before time ri. di define the due time for vi, specifically vi cannot be serviced after time
di. Let V1, ..., Vm be a partition of V, a route Ri is a permutation of the customers in Vi
specifying the order of visiting them, starting and finishing at the depot v0. The cost of
a given route Ri = vi0, vi1, ..., vik+1, where vij ∈ V and vi0 = vik+1 = 0 (0 denotes the
depot), is given by:
Cost(Ri) =
k∑
j=0
cj,j+1 +
k∑
j=0
δj (4.1)
and the cost of the problem solution (S) is:
F (S)CV RP =
m∑
i=1
Cost(Ri). (4.2)
4.2 Problem Formulation
The proposed approach starts by building an initial configuration, then generating a se-
ries of modifications generating different valid solution routes. The Split Delivery Vehicle
Routing Annealing Algorithm has basically five main components.
1. Progress move;
2. The Replace highest average perturbation;
3. The Cost function;
4. The cooling schedule.
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4.2.1 Configuration Representation
Analogous to the configuration adapted to the CVRP problem in chapter 3; a configuration
pattern is adopted to solve the Split Delivery Vehicle Routing Problem with Time Win-
dows along among some amendments and add-ons patterns. More specifically, the same
route and demand representation employed in the CVRP implementation are applied for
SDVRPTW, so an illustration for a certain route is (r0, 15, 3, 16), so route r0 holds consec-
utively customersC15 thenC3 thenC16. However demands are maintained differently since
a customers’ demand can be split therefore we need a detailed illustration of the demands
in a given route. For this reason the Hashtable ′customerscap′ maintains for each route
the demands sequentially for every customer in that route. Accordingly the first demand
corresponds to the first customer in that route and so on, an example of ′customerscap′ :
(r0, 20, 7, 3). Subsequent to those 2 examples we can state the following, in route r0 the
first customer visited is customerC15 and served with a demand equal to 20. In addition an-
other Hashtable is maintained ′custsplit′ to reserve for each customer its routine; thus for
′custsplit′ at a given position we can find (C5, 8, 11, 9, 8) this representation stands for the
following: customer C5 is visited in route r8 and served for the amount of 11 then visited
in route r9 and served for its remaining demand which is equal to 8 since the customers C5
total demand is equal to 19. We can conclude for customer C5 its demand was split in two
routes, moreover a customer is split delivered when the size of custsplit.get(i).size > 2.
4.2.2 Initial Configuration
The initial configuration shown in figure 4.1, is constructed using a local recursive greedy
algorithm that looks at the best local route. Perception implies, to choose the customer that
leaves space time vacant for numerous other customers. Therefore by Choosing customers
with the earliest due time, we leave supplementary space time for other customers. Thus,
customers are sorted using quicksort in a top down fashion based on their finish time.
Iteratively customers are selected, where customers that finish earlier are scheduled
first, until attaining the capacity constraint. Customers whose demand violate the route
capacity are split. Nevertheless after choosing the first customer ci in a route ,customers
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GreedyCustomerSelector()
{
i← 1
start← i
route.addElement(newInteger(0))
fillcustsplit()
while(not all customers picked)
{
Create a new route ri
i← start
while (i < customers number && route capacity < capacity constraint)
{
if (demand of the customer to be inserted not satisfied &&
( (route isn’t empty &&
readyt of customer to be inserted >= duet of last customer in this route)
|| (route is empty) ) ) then
{
addcustomertoroute
if ((routecapacity+customer’s remaining demand) > capacity constraint)
split this customer’s demand
else
add the whole demand for this customer
}
i++
}
start++
}
}
Figure 4.1: Initial Configuration
are chosen repetitively, where ci+1 ready time is greater than ci due time. If adding the last
customer’s demand to a route, will violate the route capacity than its demand is split.
Subsequent routes are built using the customer with the earliest finish time and not
visited yet or not fully served. This procedure is repeated until completely serving all
customers. Therefore we can presume that the overall number of splits is less than the
number of routes and no two routes have more than one customer in common.
During the implementation of the initial configuration, the hashtable vectors: the one
representing routes’ customers order is built; equivalently and respecting each customer’s
demand served, vectorscapacity hashtable is built. Moreover custsplit hashtable is con-
structed, where for each customer we save its route location and the demand served in that
route.
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4.2.3 Neighborhood Transformation
The progression of the annealing algorithm is illustrated by two key alterations: the progress
method and replace the highest average.
Progress
The progress method improves the results by removing the last customers of every route.
The customers removed are sorted in an ascending order while respecting their due time;
then reinserted through three rounds. The customers removed are sorted in an uphill order
regarding their due time and saved in a vector named elements, as a result we choose the
customer with the earliest due time among them. Hence we grow up the space time left in
the route they are inserted into, thus more room for the other customers in that route.
The first round aims at reducing the splitting occurrences. Consequently starting with
the customers with the least due time and already split. By selecting the first position in
elements, we choose the customer with the least due time; and by selecting customers that
have custsplit.get(i).size > 2, we select the ones already split and existing in elements.
The insertion process in round one consists on inserting customers into the route they al-
ready exist; along with the highest demand that this route can hold. The selection of the
route a customer already exists in, is done by the means of the hashtable custsplit.
The second round goes through the remaining customers, from the first round: cus-
tomers remaining in elements; and attempts to reinsert them based on the following criteria.
The insertion process starts with the customer having the lowest due time, and is inserted
at the end of the most favorable route. A route is favorable if the insertion of a customer
into this route has the lowest gap of time along with the highest demand of that customer
inserted. This is calculated by the means of two hashtables tfavorable and dfavorable. The
first hashtable tfavorable points to the gap between the ready time of this customer and
the due time of the last customer in each route. On the other hand dfavorable refers to the
demand that every route can carry of the remaining demand of that customer. More specifi-
cally for customer i ci in the vector elements, tfavorable maps for the key ci the vector hold-
ing the time differences; an example of tfavorable: (ci, (ri − dl0), (ri − dl1), (ri − dl2), ...),
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where ri is the ready time of customer i and dl0 is the due time of the last customer in
route 0. On the other hand dfavorable will map for the key ci, the demand fraction of that
customer, that each route can hold. An example of dfavorable: (ci, di0, di1, di2), ...), where
di0 is the demand of customer i that can be served in route r0, without exceeding the capac-
ity limit of the vehicle. Similarly 2 hashtables troute and droute are maintained and built
equivalently to tfavorable and dfavorable. droute is equivalent to dfavorable and troute is
equivalent to tfavorable. Explicitly troute maps for each customer ci the route number cor-
responding to tfavorable, an illustration of troute for the given example is: (ci, 0, 1, 2, ...).
In addition droute maps for each customer ci the route number corresponding to dfavorable.
An example of droute for the same example is: (ci, 0, 1, 2, ...); figure 4.2 and 4.3 show re-
spectively dfavorable and tfavorable and the equivalent mapping for their droute and troute
. After that tfavorable is sorted in an ascending order. Since a route is more favorable for
insertion regarding the time constraint, if the time gap is the least; but dfavorable is sorted
in a descending order because a route is more favorable vis-a-vis the demand constraint,
if the demand inserted is the maximum. Equivalently troute is sorted in an uphill order,
but droute is sorted in a downhill order, given that both troute and droute are equivalent to
tfavorable and dfavorable. Then the first route in common between the two vectors troute
and droute is chosen, and the most favorable route is picked in order to insert customer ci
into it. The first route in common is calculated throughout a high speed genuine search
technique that goes through the hashtables and is described in figure 4.4. The described
search technique goes through both vectors in tfavorable and dfavorable for a certain key,
ignores negative values in tfavorable and then picks the nearest route in common. Calcu-
lations for the nearest route is done by means of an average calculation for the positions in
the vectors. The search is stopped whenever position/2 > average.
If it remains customers that couldn’t be inserted in any route, because of their time
windows constraint or the capacity constraint, then the progress method activates its third
round technique which states the following: new routes are created to hold the remaining
customers based on the greedy technique adopted in the initial state method.
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Figure 4.2: (a) Dfavorable, (b) droute
Figure 4.3: (a) tfavorable, (b) troute
Replace Highest Average
The replace highest average procedure calculates the average distance between every two
customers. So for customer ci, the average distance di is
di−1,i+di,i+1
2
, then the five highest
average distances are selected, and customers ci+1 equivalent to each of the five highest
average distances are removed from their route. After removing the 5 vertices they are
inserted in a random route at the only position they could fit in, due to the time constraint.
However if that customer already exists in that route then its demand served in that route is
only increased.
Cost Function
The objective function is to minimize the cost of all routes traveled so far. The cost function
is:
fS =
m∑
i=1
Cost(Ri). (4.3)
Cooling Schedule
The cooling schedule is the set of user controlled parameters and is acquired by means
of observation along with experimentation, since the improvement of a cooling schedule
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GenuineSearch()
{
flag ← 0
for(L<= favorable.size() && tfavorable.get(L) not related to an empty route)
{
if (L/2 >= avg && flag ==1)
break
if (tfavorable.get(L) >= 0.0)
{
for (M <== dfavorable.size() && dfavorable.get(M) > 0.0
{
if(route in common found)
{
oldavg ← avg
avg ← (L+M)/2
if(oldavg <= avg && flag==1)
avg ← oldavg
else
routechosen← routeincommon
flag ← 1
break
}
}
}
}
if (flag = 1)
insert customer at the end of route chosen
}
Figure 4.4: High Speed Genuine Search
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is critical for the Simulated Annealing results to be remarkable. Therefore, Tinit, is set
to 6000, the temperature reduction multiplier, α, is set to 0.82. Moreover the number of
iterations is 50000.
4.3 SDVRPTW Annealing Algorithm
The algorithm explores a different solution in each iteration, in order to guarantee the
feasibility of the solution. Checking procedures are implemented and activated after the
generation of each route, following six constraints:
1. All routes start and end at the depot;
2. A customer can be visited more than once; however its total demand must be served
totally in the complete route;
3. A route’s capacity must not exceed the capacity constraint;
4. Customers in a certain route must respect the time windows constraint. Thus the
ready time for a customer at position i + 1 must always be greater or equal than the
due time of the customer at position i;
5. All customers must be visited.
The proposed algorithm starts with the initial greedy selective method, generates an
initial solution then initiates the annealing process. The process generates neighborhood
solutions through two steps the progress alteration then the Replace Highest Average mod-
ification.The progress move is applied for a probability of 82%, whereas the Replace High-
est Average move is always applied. Solution routes are maintained to be valid through the
legitimate implementation applied; plus the algorithm always checks the route generated if
it’s valid through 4 different checking procedures, if any failure in the validity of a route
then the route is rejected.
1. checkIfValidRoute(); checks if all customers are visited.
2. checkIfValidDemand(); checks that the capacity constraint isn’t violated.
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Annealing SDVRPTW()
{
S0 = Initial solution
α = 0.90 //Temperature reduction multiplier
β = 1.05 // Iteration multiplier
M0 = 5 //Time until next parameter update
BestS = Best solution
T = 6000
CurrentS = S0
CurrentCost = Cost(CurrentS)
BestCost = Cost(BestS)
Time = 0
do {
M = M0
do {
NewS = Neighbor(CurrentS);
NewCost=Cost(NewS)
∆Cost = NewCost− CurrentCost
If (∆Cost < 0)
CurrentS=NewS
CurrentCost=Cost(CurrentS);
If (NewCost < BestCost) then
BestS=NewS
BestCost = Cost(BestS)
else if (Random < e−
∆Cost
T then
CurrentS=NewS
CurrentCost = Cost(CurrentS);
M = M − 1
} while (M ≥ 0)
T ime = T ime+M0;
T = α ∗T ;
M0 = β ∗M0;
} while (Time > MaxTime and T > 0.001);
Return(BestS);
checkIfValidRoute(BestS);
checkIfValidDemand(BestS);
checkIfValidDemandSplit(BestS);
checkTimeConstraint(BestS);
}
Figure 4.5: Annealing SDVVRPTW Algorithm
3. checkIfValidDemandSplit(); checks for each customer, that its demand is fully satis-
fied.
4. checkTimeConstraint(); checks that the time windows constraint isn’t violated.
4.4 Experimental Results
The proposed algorithm was implemented in java, on an Intel Core i3, 4GB RAM, CPU
2.53 GHZ, Windows OS. The Benchmarks used are derived from the VRPTW Solomon
instances, found at http://w.cba.neu.edu/. These instances are represented for
example as R201-25-30. This representation stands for 3 main designations: R201 is an
identifier signifying that its the first instance of the class R2, 25 stands for the number of
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Benchmark Best Known Simulated Annealing Std Deviation Difference from
Optimal Best Worst Average σ Optimal
R101-25-30 772.5 833.53 864.02 846.91 11.71 7.90%
R101-25-50 631.5 635.37 658.27 645.39 7.66 0.61%
R101-25-100 617.1 560.15 574.33 568.92 4.80 -9.22%
R101-50-50 1191.1 1478.57 1567.48 1523.21 36.5 24.13%
R102-25-30 750.4 853.4 888.04 881.77 10.42 13.73%
R102-25-50 580.7 752.31 763.31 756.34 3.64 29.55%
R102-50-50 1114.2 1613.5 1642.72 1633.84 10.75 44.81%
Table 4.1: Results for the R1-type instances
customers and 30 for the vehicle capacity. The difference between every class of these
instances is correlated to the several factors that affect the behavior of the routing perfor-
mance, like the number of customers serviced by a vehicle, the geographical data, percent
of time constrained customers and the placement and stiffness of the time windows.
4.4.1 R1 Benchmarks
In problem sets R1, customers geographical position is randomly created. However cus-
tomers have a short scheduling prospect therefore allocating only few customers per route
(just about 5 to 10 customers per route). Each benchmark in set R1 was solved for 10 times
and the best, worst and average results are reported in Table 4.1. In addition to the stan-
dard deviation and the difference from the optimal solutions reported in the literature. The
average running time for the R1 set is 34 minutes for the problem with 25 customers, 43
minutes for 50 customers and 55 minutes for the 100 customers. However the running time
decreases when the capacity is increased and turns into 18 minutes for the 25 customers
with a capacity of 50, and 13 minutes for the 25 customers with a capacity equals to 100.
4.4.2 R2 Benchmarks
In problem sets R2, customers geographical position is randomly created. Unlike to R1
they have a long scheduling perspective thus many customers are assigned to the same
vehicle (more than 30). In the R2 set, each benchmark was resolved for 10 running times.
Also the best, worst, average results and the standard deviation and the difference from the
optimal solutions are reported in Table 4.2. The standard running time for the R2 set is 30
minutes for the problem with 25 customers. However for the 25 customers with capacity
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Benchmark Best Known Simulated Annealing Std Deviation Difference from
Optimal Best Worst Average σ Optimal
R201-25-30 750.7 817.54 864.27 849.68 13.32 8.9%
R201-25-50 564.7 650.83 661.57 656.01 3.52 15.25%
R201-25-100 463.3 628.79 639.19 633.86 4.03 35.71%
Table 4.2: Results for the R2-type instances
Benchmark Best Known Simulated Annealing Std Deviation Difference from
Optimal Best Worst Average σ Optimal
C101-25-50 516.8 462.66 472.03 466.45 2.75 -10.48%
C101-25-100 291.9 266.29 289.54 271.96 6.72 -8.77%
C102-25-50 516.5 648.06 663.23 655.38 4.64 25.47%
C102-25-100 291.9 484.52 492.15 486.2 2.12 65.98%
Table 4.3: Results for the C1-type instances
equals to 50, the running time is 19 minutes, and 17 minutes for a capacity equals to 100.
4.4.3 C1 Benchmarks
In problem sets C1, customers are clustered regarding their geographical position. Never-
theless customers have a short scheduling prospect therefore allocating only few customers
per route (just about 5 to 10 customers per route).Table 4.3 reports the best, worst, aver-
age results and the standard deviation and the difference from the optimal solutions. The
average running time for the first instance of class C1 is 17 minutes for a capacity equals
to 50. However for the second instance of class C1 the running time is 33 minutes for the
capacity of 50 , and 25 minutes for the capacity of 100.
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Chapter 5
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Meta-heuristics are more efficient and focused than the classical heuristics, and are more
likely to offer good results. They involve many parameters, they do more exclusive neigh-
borhood search and recombine solutions; however their running time is unknown and fre-
quently more time consuming than the classical heuristics.
The adopted operators implemented in the presented algorithms, were inspired by many
means of the heuristic techniques. As example the building process of the crossover op-
erator in the Genetic Algorithm where the basic idea is to get an offspring that inherits
good genes from its parents, hence the replace highest average operator which removes
the bad positions (high distances) and tries to improve them. Whereas other operators like
the move transformation adopted in the annealing CVRP algorithm was inspired from the
intensification element of the tabu Search technique, where good customers positions were
highlighted and remained intact during the regeneration process.
Throughout the construction of the SDVRPTW annealing algorithm, and through obser-
vations of how routes are created regarding the many constraints presented in the problem,
and after building the initial state, it was clear that the first elements in each route are at
their best position and should be fixed, at the opposite the last elements should be manipu-
lated. Also observations showed a lack in the positioning of the last elements in all routes
so by removing and switching these elements the resulted routes could be ameliorated.
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During the process of the CVRP Annealing algorithm, the operators were locally im-
proved before getting to the final operators and gaining the described results in chapter
three. The operators were highly based on a stochastic optimization approach. On the
other hand the progression of the SDVRPTW annealing algorithm resulted in operators
more based on experiments and knowledge than on randomness; even though we cannot
deny the frequent usage for the randomness part. Results are interesting, of good quality
and very well tested. The developed approaches are of a good performance and of a rea-
sonable computational time. As researchers around the world have been constantly trying
to solve the CVRP and the SDVRPTW problems; the best solutions obtained are extremely
close to the solution of the developed approaches, in fact the proposed SA algorithm for the
CVRP problem defeated the savings algorithm by Clarke and Paessens, the PSA algorithm
by Altinkemer, the 3-opt by Christofides and the Sweep+2opt by Male for the 50 customers
problem, therefore the developed approach could be listed as a good solution to the Capac-
itated Vehicle Routing Problem. Moreover the SA algorithm for the SDVRPTW problem
defeated the optimal results listed for the R101-25-100 by Gendreau in [47], as well it
overcame the optimal results reached by Desaulniers in [34] for the problem set C101-25-
50, furthermore the proposed annealing SDVRPTW algorithm defeated the optimal results
achieved by Gendreau [47] for the SDVRPTW instances C101-25-100.
When analyzing the results generated in the algorithm implemented for the SDVRPTW
problem described in chapter four, we notice that the results in the R2 instances aren’t of
great quality, for the reason that the R2 set is characterized by its long scheduling per-
spective, thus a big number of customers assigned to the same vehicle which can be more
than 30 customers per route. And the progress alteration only removes the last elements,
so through the iterations of the implemented algorithm, the modifications applied by the
operator have a big probability of not reaching the first half of a route, hence the earliest
customers served in a certain route. As a result the algorithm won’t be able to discover the
whole solution space, therefore a generated cost that isn’t close to the optimal solution. On
the other hand, the same algorithm worked really well for the R1 instances along with the
C1 instances because of their short scheduling perspective. Subsequently the implemented
algorithm crushed the optimal results found in literature by a major difference, for example:
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for the set R101-25-100 it surmounted the best known optimal solution by a difference of
9.22%, for the set C101-25-50 it overcame the best known optimal solution by a difference
of 10.48% and for the set C101-25-100 it surmounted the best known optimal solution by a
difference of 8.77%. Wrapping up, the SDVRPTW annealing algorithm worked perfectly
by out beating most of the best solutions found in the literature.
Nevertheless many improvements could be adopted. The progress move could be im-
proved, so instead of switching the last elements, a random number of customers that vary
between 20% to 25% of the total number of customers, can be removed and reinserted
probabilistically at the most favorable position in the most favorable route. Particularly,
this adjustment will consist on inserting the removed customers not always at the end of a
selected route but at the most favorable position in the most favorable route chosen, using
the innovative favorable technique already used along with some several exacting modifi-
cations. This solution seems very promising and could lead to very promising and exciting
results, however it may be time consuming and complex to implement. Other improve-
ments could also be applied like elevating the randomness occurrences. This could be done
by adding the first operator used in the CVRP annealing algorithm, the move transforma-
tion, to the annealing SDVRPTW algorithm. This alteration technique is very useful and
leads to thriving results.
As a conclusion, the algorithms adopted used non-traditional methods that were very
risky and yet resulted in very interesting results. Accordingly when focusing on creating
innovative and clever techniques along with observations, we can be successful and conquer
all tough problems.
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